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Krešimir Humski
1939–1997

Professor Krešimir Humski died suddenly, aged 59, in Bloomington (Indiana, USA) on October 23, 1997 during his visit to Indiana University. He was one of the most prominent Croatian chemists in the last three decades, not only because of his research achievements, but also because of his considerable skills in managing science and in teaching. He was a fascinating lecturer, and students and general audiences enjoyed his educational and science-popularizing lectures.

Krešimir Humski was born in Zagreb, Croatia, on May 23, 1939, the son of Katica (1913–1987) and Danijel Humski (1911–1994). He leaves his wife Franka (they were married in 1963), daughter Jasna (b. 1965), son Damir (b. 1971), brother Ivan and sister Željka.

He received all his education in Zagreb. After completing elementary school (1945–1952), he graduated from the Technical School (1952–1956; here he met his future wife). In 1956, he enrolled in the Technical Faculty, Department of Chemistry, as one of the youngest students in his class, being only seventeen. Soon after that, the Technical Faculty was split into several independent faculties, one being the Faculty of Technology. Here Humski obtained his degree in chemical technology (1961). In 1964, he received an M. Sc. degree from the University of Zagreb. In 1966, after defending his thesis, entitled »Studij mehanizma reakcije termalnog pregra|ivanja. Studij mehanizma Cope-ovog i Claisen-ovog pregra|ivanja pomoću deuterija i tritija« (Study of the reaction mechanism of thermal rearrangement. Study of the mechanism of Cope and Claisen rearrangements by means of deuterium and tritium), he was granted the degree of Doctor of Chemical Sciences by the University of Zagreb. He carried out research which was the basis of his doctoral thesis in the physical-organic chemistry group at the Rugjer Bošković Institute under the guidance of Professors Dionis E. Sunko and Stanko Borčić (1931–1994; a student of Leopold Ružička (1887–1976) and Vladimir Prelog (1906–1998), Croatian Nobel laureates in chemistry). In those days the physical-organic chemistry group of the Rugjer Bošković Institute was among the three or four leading research groups in physical-organic chemis-
try in the world. Thus, it was from the beginning of his career that he started doing world class research in physical-organic chemistry. His research on the doctoral thesis was interrupted for 11 months (1964–1965) by compulsory military service.

After having obtained his the doctoral degree, Humski went for postdoctoral studies to the USA. He spent two years (1967–1968) as a postdoc in the Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, Madison, working with Professor Harlan L. Goering. Later, he will return there on two occasions (1978, 1982) as a visiting professor. On returning from the USA, he continued for a while his association with the Rugjer Bošković Institute, first as a senior assistant (1969–1970) and then as a research associate until 1972. In 1972, he joined the Faculty of Technology, University of Zagreb, and stayed there until 1983. During his tenure at the Faculty of Technology, he started as a docent (1972–1975), then he became an associate professor (1975–1979) and in 1979 full professor of organic chemistry. Between 1981 and 1983, he was Head of the Chair of Organic Chemistry there. In 1983, Humski joined his mentor and friend Stanko Borčić in the Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry, University of Zagreb, as professor of organic chemistry. The opening appeared after the retirement of the well-known Croatian organic chemist Professor Dragutin Kolbah (1912–1990). There, he also served two years (1987–1989) as Head of the Chair of Organic Chemistry. After the death of Professor Borčić in 1994, he became again Head of the Chair of Organic Chemistry and held this position until he died. He was also Head of the Graduate School of Theoretical and Physical-Organic Chemistry at the University of Zagreb from 1993 until 1996.

Professor Humski held several visiting professorships. Besides his two visiting professorships at the University of Wisconsin (Madison), he was also visiting professor at the fateful Indiana University (Bloomington) on several occasions (1973, 1974, 1975, 1985, 1988).

Krešimir Humski was a member of the Croatian Chemical Society since 1961. In the period from 1970–1972, he was Secretary General of the Croatian Chemical Society and its president from 1992–1994. He was also a member of the American Chemical Society since 1995. He served on the Editorial Board of »Croatica Chemica Acta« from 1971 to 1975. He was the guest editor of a special issue of »Croatica Chemica Acta«, published in 1996 in memory of Professor Stanko Borčić. In 1983, he was vice-chairman and in 1985 chairman of the Meeting of Croatian Chemists.

Humski possessed a rare ability to manage science well at any level. Thus, he was twice (1976–1978, 1980–1981) a successful vice-dean of the Faculty of Technology. Later, he was first a member (1988–1989) and then (1990–1992) director of the Managing Board of the Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry. In 1994, the Ministry of Science and Technology of Croatia appointed him to chair the Council of Natural Sciences and in 1996 to chair the Committee for the Evaluation of the Rugjer Bošković Institute. In these
responsible positions, he was very fair and always ready to help and give advice.

His major research interests were physical organic chemistry and mechanisms of organic reactions. Probably his most important contribution to these areas (judging by literature citations) was a very thorough study of secondary isotope effects in the solvolysis of cyclopentyl derivatives. During his years at the Rugjer Bošković Institute, he studied the Cope and Claisen rearrangements. This work was done in collaboration with Professors Sunko and Borčić. In collaboration with Professor Vernon J. Shiner, Humski developed an efficient multiparameter optimization procedure for the analysis of reaction mechanistic schemes. During his tenure at the Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry he was studying, mostly in collaboration with Professor Borčić, biomimetic polycyclizations. He was also interested in the stereochemistry of selected organic reactions and in spectral studies of organic molecules. Most of his papers were published in leading chemical journals (see the list of his publications below). Humski also published several technical papers and was co-author (with Dr Ivan Hrvoić) of a patent (Nuclear Magnetometers for Earth's Field Measurements Based on Dynamic Polarisation of Nuclei and Free Radical Substance for Use Therein) registered in the USA (U.S.Pat. No. 3, 966, 409, June 29, 1976) and Canada (Canadian Pat. No. 1, 001, 232, Dec. 7, 1976). He also wrote a scholarly biography of Professor Vladimir Njegovan (1884–1971), an important Croatian chemist and the first editor (1926–1933) of »Croatica Chemica Acta«, then called »Arhiv za hemiju i farmaciju« (Archive for Chemistry and Pharmacy), wisely avoiding in his writings and lectures any evaluation of the political side of Njegovan’s life.

Humski wrote the first organic chemistry text in Croatia after the Second World War. This was »Reakcijski mehanizmi u organskoj kemiji« (Reaction Mechanisms in Organic Chemistry). It was published in 1974 by »Školska knjiga« of Zagreb as the second book in the series entitled »Modern Chemistry.«

At the end of this brief account of Professor Krešimir Humski, I wish to add a few personal remarks. I met Krešo (this is how he was called by friends) in the first semester of our studies at the Technical Faculty since I also entered that school in 1956. In spite of Krešo being three years younger, we became fast and life-long friends from our very first meeting during the laboratory exercises in crystallography. Meeting him was a lucky event for me because without his help I would have probably never completed work in the Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry. I was hopelessly clumsy and impatient in my laboratory work. However, his most important help, which changed my career completely, happened after we got our degrees. After graduation (he did diploma work in analytical chemistry and I did it in physical chemistry), he went to graduate school and the Rugjer Bošković Institute and I went idealistically to industry. Yet, I was not cut to work in industry and was rather unhappy in the industrial setting. He noticed this and after I had told him the reasons why I was unhappy in indus-
try, he suggested to me to join his laboratory at the Rugjer Bošković Institute. In this laboratory people were doing physical-organic work and were headed by two first-class people, Professors Sunko and Borčić. Krešo talked to Professor Sunko, and he agreed to take me into his laboratory. However, I was again hopelessly clumsy, although Krešo spent a lot of time teaching me the art of organic synthesis. I realized soon enough that organic preparative work was not for me, left the Department of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry and joined the Department of Physical Chemistry at the Institute. From that point on our careers diverged. Nevertheless, our friendship remained. I was his best man when he married Franka, the sweetheart of his youth in 1963. Although we were very close friends, we did not publish a single paper together but only one technical paper on stereochemistry. His interest was centered on experimental chemistry and mine of theoretical chemistry and thus we never generated a problem of common interest. Now that he is gone I feel like having lost an older brother I have never had.
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